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Government growth is significant problem for all the countries of the world. No 
matter developed country and developing country, almost everyone is suffering and 
puzzling the difficult issue. Small and effective government has become the attention 
and the goal by global governments.With the government growth of  20th century,the 
determinants of  government size have already been focus of many scholar,such as 
politician, economist and sociologist etc. “New Political Economy” is the 
comprehensive research of politics and economics ,which has provided a new way for 
the study of government . Based on the literature review and theories of New Political 
Economiy, this paper constructs an measurement indicator system on the government 
size. 
This paper is made up of  four chapters. 
The first chapter is the leadin,including the aims and methods of the study;reviews 
of status quo of research at home and abroad;research conception of this paper. 
  In the second chapter, the paper focus on the political determinants of government 
size.It includes there main points:First,the needs of voters.The voters can express 
theirs’ predilections to promote more public finance expenditure which are good for 
themselves;Second,agency politics.The drive to maximise profit and market share of 
politicians and bureaucrats will  lead to more expenditure and growth of 
government.New political economy points out that not only voters,but also politicians 
and bureaucrats prefer to spend more public finance expenditure.Because they are 
rational “economic men”.They pursue the max use under the condition of political 
institutions. Third,political institutions.The different political institutios will lead to 
different behaviours of political subjects.And interactions of the different behaviours 
will lead to different government size. 
In the third chapter, the paper is about the economic determinants of government 
size.In this part, the economical determinants is divided into there different 
parts,including public goods,transfer payment and fiscal illusion.With different price 
economic conditions, government provide public goods of the same quality needs 
difference finance expenditure,such as the change of price, population size, age 
composition and Serving environment.Income level and flow of Factor have have a 














with chance of swelling government. 
  The last chapter concerns about measurement indicator system on the government 
size.The measurement system consists of political indicators and economical 
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